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ABSTRACT: We fabricated InGaN double-hetero structure
(DHS) on the nanosized pyramid structure and successfully
demonstrated efficient red color emission at 650 nm from this
unique structure. The nanosized pyramid structure was
fabricated by selective area growth method with nanoimprint.
The different diffusion length of composite atoms and
compositional pulling effect on the pyramid structure gave
rise to not only compositional variation, but also high In-
content InGaN of more than 40%. The InGaN DHS on
nanopyramids shows high internal quantum efficiency, sub-ns
fast recombination time (negligible built-in electric fields), and
less efficiency droop even with the high In content. These
results are important to realize efficient red emission based on InGaN material, providing possibilities for efficient photonic
devices operating at the long wavelength visible region.
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Beyond blue, long visible light emitting diodes (LEDs)
become more important in solid-state lighting to cover all

visible wavelengths. However, the efficiency of LEDs based on
group III-nitrides radically decreases in long wavelengths due to
the enlarged internal electric field and poor crystal quality with
high In content in InGaN quantum wells (QWs).1 Three-
dimensional micro/nanostructures are promising candidates to
overcome these problems. Generally, three-dimensional
structures can increase light extraction efficiency, enlarge the
emitting surface area, and relax the strain.2−5 Furthermore,
various semipolar/nonpolar facets can be introduced, which are
hot issues for group III−N systems due to the huge internal
electric fields in the c-plane.6 Recently, various approaches have
been suggested to form three-dimensional micro/nanostruc-
tures.1,7 Vertically long micro/nanorods can be obtained by
catalysis-driven,8 self-organized,9,10 patterned growth,2,11 and
chemical/mechanical etching methods.12,13 The micro/nano-
pyramids can be formed mostly by selective area growth
methods on patterned substrates.14,15 Annular ring-shaped
structures are also reported to form more multifaceted
structures.16 Of these, the pyramid structures are most
attractive three-dimensional structures since the hexagonal
pyramids are naturally grown by the low surface energy of the
semipolar facets,17 and thus, we can easily obtain highly
crystalline, highly faceted structures. In addition, it is possible to
control these structures by pattern designs, and the electrical

driven devices can be also achieved with the typical LED device
processing.14,18 With these advantages, there have been
numerous reports recently of micro/nanopyramid structures
for efficient photonic devices. The InGaN QWs on micro/
nanopyramids show bright emission with reduced built-in
electric fields in semipolar facets.19 The possibility of high In
content with high crystal quality enables green and yellow
luminescence from InGaN QWs on micro/nanopyra-
mids.11,15,18

However, the red color is still challenging wavelength in
InGaN QWs due to the limited In incorporation efficiency. Red
emission can be observed only in a small portion (mostly the
top region) of the micro/nanostructures,3 molecular beam
epitaxy grown vertical structures,10,20 or In-rich clusters
(InGaN quantum dots) in an InGaN layer.21

To improve the In incorporation efficiency, introduction of a
thick InGaN layer, instead of thin QWs, can be one approach
because the In incorporation efficiency is known to increase
with the strain relaxation.22−24 In addition, the thick InGaN
layer is quite effective to reduce the carrier density by enlarging
the active volume, and therefore, it is an efficient way to reduce
the efficiency droop problem in group III-nitrides.25,26
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However, in general, the use of a thick InGaN layer with high
In content is quite inadequate with planar structures. The high
In content requires a low growth temperature, and the
accumulated strain yields dislocations: therefore, the crystal
quality problem arises.27

In this study, we combine two important structures: InGaN/
GaN double heterostructures (DHSs) grown on nanosized
pyramid structures. With this combination, we can eliminate
the limitations of growing a thick InGaN layer and realizing
high In-content InGaN and observe highly efficient red color
emission from the high In-content InGaN layer. We also
characterized structural and optical properties systematically,
observed the formation of a high-quality InGaN thick layer, the
reduction of built-in electric fields, and the improved efficiency
droop.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We fabricated GaN nanopyramids formed on 2 in. patterned
(0001) GaN templates by using metal−organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD). Circular openings with a diameter of
200 nm and a center to center pitch of 400 nm are formed by
nanoimprint method on a 100 nm thick Si3N4 film deposited by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Hex-
agonal nanopyramid structures of GaN were selectively grown
on the patterned GaN template by lateral overgrowth, followed
by InGaN single layer and GaN capping layer. We used
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi-S4800) and
spherical aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM, JEOL-ARM200F) to investigate the
structural properties of the DHS on nanopyramids. The
cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared by focused ion
beam milling (FEI Helios nanolab). In composition was
analyzed by point scan of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS, Bruker Quantax 400). To obtain time-integrated
photoluminescence (PL) spectra, a 405 nm laser diode was
used as an excitation source. Samples were mounted in a
sample holder of a closed-cycle helium cryostat. A streak
camera system (Hamamatsu) and the 390 nm second harmonic
of a Ti:sapphire pulsed laser (Chameleon, Coherent) with a

repetition rate of 4 MHz and a pulse width of 200 fs were used
to analyze the recombination dynamics of the DHS-pyramid.
Cathodoluminescence (CL) spectrum and images are obtained
by a monochromator (Mono4, Gatan) attached to the field
emission-SEM (XL30s, Philips).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nanosize pyramids are much more favorable than microsize
pyramids since they reduce the strain more effectively and do
not form dislocations.28,29 The minimized built-in electric field
in the thick InGaN layer on a pyramid structure has been
theoretically studied in ref 29. Based on the GaN nano-
pyramids, we regrew InGaN/GaN DHSs. Figure 1a and b,
respectively, shows schematic and tilted view SEM images of
InGaN DHSs on GaN nanopyramids. The bottom distance
between the face-to-face sidewalls of a pyramid is around 380
nm. The formation of an approximately 90 nm thick InGaN
layer and a thin GaN capping layer (∼5 nm) are shown in a
STEM image in Figure 1c. Figure 1d and e, respectively, shows
Ga and In composition mapping images measured by EDS in
STEM. The hexagonal pyramid structures have {112̅2}
semipolar facets. These semipolar facets are known to have
high In incorporation efficiency.30

The InGaN DHS on nanopyramids has high In content
around 40%, and it shows a large variation in In content
depending on the position from EDS measurement. Two
effects can be considered as a strong driving force of the high In
content in the DHS on nanopyramids. One is the difference in
the diffusion length between composite atoms,31 and the other
is the compositional pulling effect.22−24 The In adatoms have
longer vertical and lateral migration lengths compared to those
of the Ga adatoms. This enables In atoms to be more effectively
diffused than Ga atoms. Lateral atomic diffusion is an important
growth mechanism in selective area growth method,32 and
therefore, the high In content can be obtained in nanopyramid
structures. In addition, vertical diffusion induces the higher In
content at the higher position of the nanopyramids, where
diffusion becomes more important. Similar position-dependent
In composition variation is frequently observed in several three-

Figure 1. (a) Schematic image of InGaN DHS on GaN nanopyramids. (b) Tilted-view SEM image of a pyramid array. (c) Cross-sectional STEM
image and composition mapping images for (d) Ga and (e) In atoms.
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dimensional structures,31,33 including the nanosized pyramid
structure.14 Another important effect is the strain relaxation in
the DHS. The In atoms can be extracted out from the strained
InGaN QWs to reduce the deformation energy, called the
compositional pulling effect.22 Therefore, the In incorporation
efficiency is influenced by the strain of materials. The effective
strain relaxation is expected in the thick InGaN layer on the
nanopyramid structures, thereby lead to high In incorporation
efficiency. These presumptions can be confirmed by investigat-
ing In composition and emission wavelength at various
positions.
Figure 2a shows an amount of In content in InGaN DHS on

nanopyramids at different vertical positions. As expected, it

shows high In content at the top pyramid region (∼50%) and
relatively low In content at the bottom pyramid region
(∼30%). We also measured the In content along the growth
direction at the middle height of the nanopyramid. Figure 2b
shows lower In content (∼30%) at the InGaN layer near GaN
(the strained region), and the In content increases at the
InGaN layer away from GaN (the strain relaxed region) up to
40−50%.
The variation of In content depending on the position can

also be confirmed from the CL experiments. Figure 2c−f shows
SEM and monochromatic CL images of the DHS on
nanopyramids, respectively. The monochromatic CL images
show that a 580 nm wavelength is strongly emitted from the
bottom side region of the nanopyramids, while a 700 nm
wavelength is dominantly emitted at the top apex region of
nanopyramids. The point CL spectrum in Figure 2g also shows
similar trends: longer (shorter) wavelength emission at the top
apex (the bottom side regions). To examine the emission
energy of the InGaN layer along the growth direction, we
performed CL experiments again with various acceleration
voltages to obtain depth-resolved information on optical
property of the InGaN layer. Figure 2h shows the peak shift
of the InGaN emission toward high energy with increasing the
acceleration voltage, that is, from the outer to the inner region
of InGaN layer (see Figure S1 for simulation results of electron
generation volume, depending on acceleration voltages). The
peak at 1.7 eV shown above 7 kV is the second-order diffraction
peak of GaN by a monochromator grating, indicating that the
electron beam reaches the inside GaN layer. To exclude the
influence of carrier density in this interpretation, such as the
band filling induced blue shift, we checked the CL spectrum by
changing the electron beam spot size, which changes the carrier
density directly. In this experiment, the peak does not show a
blue shift, regardless of carrier density. Rather, the peak shows a
red shift due to the heating effect (Supporting Information,
Figure S2). The above CL results match well with the EDS
results and strongly support the two important mechanisms for
high In content in the InGaN DHS on nanopyramid structures.
We investigated the optical properties of the InGaN DHS on

nanopyramids by using various PL techniques, and the InGaN
DHS on nanopyramids shows distinctive optical properties
compared to the conventional planar InGaN QWs. The
important figure of merit for the use of heterostructure is the
crystal quality of the InGaN layer. As we grow the InGaN layer
thicker, the increased strain induces the plastic relaxation of
strain, that is, dislocations. The critical thickness of an InGaN
film with high In content is less than 10 nm on the c-plane.34

Therefore, it is difficult to expect high quantum efficiency for a
planar thick InGaN layer on the c-plane. We measured the PL
spectrum of InGaN DHS on nanopyramids with increasing
temperature, as shown in Figure 3a. We also measured the
InGaN DHS grown on the c-plane for comparison. Although
the InGaN samples on both the nanopyramid and planar
structures were grown at the same growth condition, the PL
peak wavelength of the nanopyramid structure showed much
longer wavelength (617 nm at 10 K) than the planar structure
(439 nm at 10 K). The In-composition of InGaN on planar
structure was measured as ∼14% (much lower than that of
nanopyramid structure), indicating the high In-incorporation
efficiency of the nanopyramid structure. These results were well
matched with our previous discussion for In-incorporation
(larger diffusion length of In dominating on the mask region).

Figure 2. (a, b) Variation of In content in InGaN layer measured at
various position. (a) In content variation along vertical direction. (b)
In content variation along growth direction. Insets show cross-
sectional TEM images for EDS measurement. (c) Top-view SEM and
monochromatic CL images at (d) 580, (e) 640, and (f) 700 nm. (g)
CL spectra measured at top apex and bottom side region of
nanopyramids. (h) Depth-resolved CL spectra measured at various
acceleration voltages.
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The inset of Figure 3a are photo images showing bright red and
blue PL from both samples.
Figure 3b shows the plot of the integrated PL intensity as a

function of temperature. Compared to the DHS-planar, the
DHS on nanopyramids show more than 10× higher PL
intensity ratio between 10 and 300 K (I300 K/I10 K measured as
7.21 and 0.55% for nanopyarmid and planar, respectively)
despite its higher In content. The activation energy of the DHS
on nanopyramids is calculated from an Arrhenius equation,
I(T) = I0[1 + A1 exp(−E1/kT) + A2 exp(−E2/kT)]

−1. Small
intensity quenching at a low temperature regime may be
associated with dissociation of weakly bound excitons to
residual impurity states with a small binding energy (E1), and
both samples show similar values of E1 = 13.3 and 10.6 meV for
the DHS on nanopyramids and the DHS-planar, respectively.
The dominant intensity quenching occurs at high temperature.
This quenching process with the activation energy of E2 is
known to be associated with the thermal escaping of carriers
from the local potential minima and capturing by the

nonradiative centers, and A2 represents the density of
nonradiative recombination centers.35 The nanopyramid and
planar samples show a large difference in the exciton
localization energy (E2) and their weighting constants (A2).
The resulting values given by the best fitting curves are
summarized in Table 1. The larger E2 and the smaller A2

indicate the deeper localized energy depth and less nonradiative
center density in the DHS on nanopyramids, resulting in high
PL intensity up to room temperature. The DHS on
nanopyramid structures are also quite effective to minimize
built-in electric fields by the strain relaxation and the use of
semipolar facets. We measured the carrier recombination
dynamics of a 390 nm frequency doubled Ti:sapphire fs pulse
laser and streak camera system at 15 K. Figure 4a shows a
streak image and measured decay time constants at various

Figure 3. (a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra for the DHS on
nanopyramids and the DHS-planar samples. Red (blue) curves
correspond to the DHS on nanopyramids (DHS-planar). Insets
show photoimages of PL emitting samples. (b) Integrated PL intensity
plot as a function of temperature. Solid lines indicate fitting curves to
calculate the activation energy. Insets show HADDF sTEM images of
nanopyramid and planar structure.

Table 1. Arrhenius Equation Fitting Parameters for the DHS
on Nano-Pyramid and the DHS on Planar Samples

sample IQE A1 E1 (meV) A2 E2 (meV)

DHS on nanopyramid 7.2 2.8 13.3 108.6 61.4
DHS on planar 0.56 7.5 10.6 897.6 37.5

Figure 4. (a) Streak image and decay time constants at various
wavelengths for the DHS on nanopyramids at 15 K. Decay time
constant are obtained at 1/e of the initial PL intensity. (b) Comparison
of efficiency droop phenomenon between the DHS on nanopyramids
and the thin single QW on nanopyramid. PL efficiency (Y-axis) is
defined as PL intensity divided by excitation powers.
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wavelengths. The carrier dynamics of the DHS on nano-
pyramids is distinctive with the typical InGaN QWs. Generally,
InGaN QW has a large potential fluctuation, and a built-in
electric field varies with time during the recombination. These
induce a temporal spectrum shift toward low energy and a large
dependence of decay time on emission wavelength.36−38

However, the DHS on nanopyramids do not follow these
behaviors. The streak image does not show a noticeable
temporal spectrum shift, and the decay constants keep a similar
level regardless of wavelength. The carrier density and
wavelength insensitive properties indicate negligible internal
electric fields in the DHS on nanopyramids. It is worth noting
that the DHS on nanopyramids has subns fast time scales
recombination dynamics, even at long wavelength regions. The
fast radiative recombination process supports again the
minimized internal electric fields in DHS on nanopyramids.
The DHS on nanopyramids shows bright red emission, high

quantum efficiency, and fast recombination dynamics origi-
nated from the high crystal quality (suppressed nonradiative
process) and improved oscillator strength (enhanced radiative
process). These results are difficult to achieve in conventional
planar structure or QW-pyramid structures. Aside from these,
there is one more important merit in the DHS on
nanopyramids. By using a thick active layer, it can lower carrier
density in the InGaN layer. This is closely related to the
efficiency droop issues at high carrier density in nitride systems.
The origin of the efficiency droop is still debated and many
approaches have been suggested to solve this problem,39,40

however, lowering the carrier density is rather a direct approach
for the efficiency droop problems. To investigate the role of
DHS in the efficiency droop, we compared two samples: one is
the InGaN DHS on nanopyramids and the other is 3 nm thick
InGaN single QWs on nanopyramids. The single InGaN QW
grown on nanopyramid structure was grown with the same
growth condition as the InGaN DHS on nanopyramid except
for the thickness of InGaN. The single InGaN QW grown on
nanopyramid sample had a relatively shorter emission wave-
length around 490 nm, showing the compositional pulling
effect for the InGaN DHS on nanopyramid sample. We also
investigated the excitation power dependent PL for InGaN
DHS and single QW samples grown on nanopyramid. The
InGaN DHS on nanopyramid sample had the negligible peak
shift with the excitation power, while the QW on nanopyramid
show a blue shift with the excitation power due to the screening
of residual built-in electric field and band filling effect
(Supporting Information, Figure S3). In Figure 4b, we plot
the PL intensity divided by excitation power (IPL/Iexc) as a
function of excitation power (Iexc) at 10 K. These curves reflect
the change of internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the sample
with increasing the carrier density. In the case of InGaN QW
on nanopyramids, the relative IQEs rapidly increase at low
power and start to decrease, while the IQEs of the DHS on
nanopyramids increase slowly and show lower deceasing slope
at high excitation power due to the relatively low carrier density
in the DHS on nanopyramids. These results support the notion
that the adoption of DHS would be quite helpful to improve
efficiency droop.

■ CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have introduced the InGaN DHS on
the nanosized pyramid structures and have successfully
demonstrated efficient red color emission at 650 nm from
this unique structure. Although numerous approaches have

been suggested to realize red emission from an InGaN layer,
bright red luminescence was difficult to achieve on the c-
oriented planar structures and on various semipolar and
nonpolar facets because of the limited In incorporation
efficiency in InGaN materials. The combination of the
nanopyramid and the DHS creates a synergy effect and enables
high In content of more than 40%. We observed that the
difference in diffusion length of composite atoms and the
composition pulling effect have a crucial role for the high In
content in the InGaN DHS on nanopyramids. The InGaN
DHS on nanopyramids also shows high IQEs, negligible built-in
electric fields, and less efficiency droop, even with the high In
content. These results are important to realize efficient red
emission based on InGaN material, and our suggestive
approaches open new possibilities for efficient photonic devices
operating at the long visible wavelength region.
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